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Why to sell ideas
behavior change 

 



  

The Shed of Doom
how open source ruined my life

 



  



  



  

Another World
Is Possible

 



  



  

Change Behavior
a new global minimum standard of living

 



  



  



  



  



  



  

Ideas are bigger than products

● One idea can give rise to an endless number of 
products

● Individuals are limited, ideas spread endlessly

● Preserve the free will of people to choose:
ideas do not form natural monopolies 



  

Collapsonomics &
Black Elephants

 



  



  2009 / 2010 – fringe status 



  

Now: mainstream



  



  

Resilience 
maps



  

2009 – hippies in squats



  

Mainstream 
artworld



  

Spanish panflu
planning docs



  

Tools 



  



  

You Are 
   Here

50,000 people in the world
0.000005%
Further out than NASA

Vitalik



  

What's the process for doing this?

1) make sure you understand it

2) practice explaining it to people like you

3) slowly explore explaining it to adjacent people

4) learn how different people hear the story

5) everybody has their own world model



  

Coke is it, 

just do it, 

to infinity and beyond, 

do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the law,

be the change you want to see in the world, 

from each according to his abilities to each 
according to his needs,

do you see what I'm saying?



  

Pritikin's Testament: 
a crazy, alcoholic 
womanizing Mad 
Men era ad exec 

writes the best book 
ever written on 

human communication

Buy a copy.

Read it.

Even developers!

 



  

What's the process for doing this?

6) fully generalized communication: very rare! 

7) however, you just need to get 10x as many 
people to understand your world model / message

8) each set of people pushes the message further 
down the Rogers Curve

9) you're just showing people your world

10) collaboration relies on shared experiences or 
expectations



  



  

Doing it fast

E-gold has laid the groundwork

Bitcoin has laid the groundwork

Snowden has laid the groundwork

People's world models are ready to change

The time is right



  

The Overton Window



  

Throw people out the Overton Window

“Stop global warming by killing the rich.”

Once you make an idea like that visible, simply 
banning cars three days a week seems fairly tame

Movements need wingnuts to make their 
mainstream look reasonable. That's me :-)

Overton Extender at your service



  

Mad gas

Learn to recognize the laugh

“Surely you're joking, Mr. Feynman” when he says 
he'd like lemon and milk in his tea

You can get away with about one per 
conversation – after you hear it, back down a bit

Or just go for it, and burn the territory (“nutter”)



  

Rotating space

People can be convinced of anything they 
want to believe is true.

Use this power for good! 

Too much optimistic hippie crap: total failure
Too much Stallmanesque brutalism: total failure

One unpleasant truth at a time: fulcrum / lever



  

Another world is actual

Ultra-cheap solar panels are here, 
and getting cheaper every year

Internet in villages is going to solve educating the 
poorest – who are sometimes quite time rich

Dozens of potential life extension technologies

We're getting close to a sort of mini-singularity 



  

Overton Extension!!!

Four technologies all going critical right now
- VR & AR
- Drones, Robotics, Internet of Things
- Blockchains (hi Ethereum)
- AI (problem solving, not consciousness)

The interactions between these fields are going to 
change everything we think we know: robots in 
the real world controlled by AI using blockchain 
property rights negotiated in The Matrix, OK?
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